
 

 
Measurements Guide 

 
TIPS 

 
● We highly recommend you be measured by a professional tailor. 

● Please measure everything 2-3 times to be certain. 

● Wear the undergarments and shoes that you plan to wear with the outfit to make sure 

the measurements are accurate. 

WHAT YOU WILL NEED 

 
● A soft clothing tape measure in cm 

● 20-30 minutes 

● A professional to help with the measurements  

WHAT WE ASK 

 
● General info: 

○ We ask for your height, height of your shoes, weight, typical bra size, typical 

pants size and brand, and typical dress size and brand. 

● Pictures: 

○ 3 full body front, side and back pictures. Please make sure to wear form-fitted 

clothes and have your hair up.  

○ A picture of your back shoulder to shoulder measurement with the measurement 

tape 

○ A picture of your shoulder to waist measurement with the measurement tape 

● Measurements: 

○ We ask for all the measurements listed below in the Step-By-Step Guide, 

including hollow to hem, shoulder to hem, bust, waist, hips, shoulder to shoulder, 

shoulder to waist, shoulder to bust, armhole, and neck. 

○ Depending on the design of your dress, we may also ask for collar height, sleeve 

length, bicep circumference, preferred slit length, and length of top portion for 

A-line designs. 

● How to submit: 

○ After you order, we'll send you your unique link to submit the general info, email, 

and specific measurements via email. 



 

STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE 
 

Instructions  Model 

Hollow to Hem 

Stand upright and measure from your neck 

collarbone straight down to where you’d like the 

hem to end. 

 

 

Shoulder to Hem 

Stand upright and measure from the midpoint of 

your shoulder straight down over the fullest part 

of bust. Measure to where you'd like the hem to 

be. 

 



 

Bust 
 

Wrap the measuring tape around the fullest part 

of your bust and center the tape on your back so 

it's leveled all the way around. Wear a bra while 

measuring if you plan on wearing one with the 

dress! 

 

Waist 

Run the tape around your natural waistline, 

keeping the tape parallel with the floor.  

Tip: Bend to one side to find the natural 

indentation in your torso; this is your natural 

waist. 

 

 



 

Hips 

Measure 20cm below your waistline around the 

fullest part of your hips (going over your 

backside), with your feet and heels together. 

 

 

Here is a reference to provide some guidelines for your additional measurements.  
 

Use your bust, waist, and hips measurements to see what we recommend in terms of additional 

measurement sizes. No worries if they don't match exactly—this is merely a guide. 

 

 



 

Shoulder to Shoulder 

This is the distance from the top of the left 

shoulder across to the nape of the neck to the 

edge of the right shoulder.  

Tip: Make sure to curve the tape along the 

natural curve of your upper back. You can also 

wear a fitted t-shirt and measure from one 

shoulder seam to the other. 

 

 

Upload your Picture: Shoulder to 
Shoulder with Tape Measure 

 

 



 

Shoulder to Waist 

Measure from where the neck meets the 

shoulder, over the fullest part of the bust, to 

where the narrowest part of the waist sits. 

 

 

Upload your Picture: Shoulder to Waist 
with Tape Measure 

 

Shoulder to bust 

Measure from the edge of your neck where your 

shoulder begins down to the middle of your 

bust. 

 

 



 

Armhole 

Measure from the top outside edge of the 

shoulder down around armpit (360 degrees). 

 

 

Neck 

Measure 360 degrees around the base of your 

neck where a choker necklace would sit, with a 

finger added inside the tape for comfort. 

 

Optional depending on design: 

 



 

Collar Height 

Our standard collar height is 4cm. If you’d like to 

customize the height of your mandarin collar, 

measure from the base of your neck to where 

you’d like the collar to end.  

 

Sleeve length 

Measure from shoulder tip to where you’d like 

your sleeve to end. 

 

 
 



 

Bicep 

Measure 360 degrees around the widest part of 

your biceps. Keep your arm relaxed. 

 

Slit length 

Typically, the slit begins 40 cm south of your 

waist all the way down to your hem. If you prefer 

a smaller slit, let us know how many centimeters 

south of your waist you would like the slit to 

begin. 

Please note: this is NOT the length of your slit. 
This is the starting point for your slit.  

 



 

For A-line designs: 

Please let us know long you want the top portion 

to be. Measure from your collarbone down to 

where you would like the top portion to end. 

 

Please upload 3 photos: 

Tips:  
1. Please wear form-fitted clothes for best 

accuracy in our 3D Modelling 
Measurements Tool.  

2. Please also have your hair up.  
3. Please have your hands by your side.   

 

 
 


